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Learn Italian or English with this Dual-Language Story!Nadia and Sofia are sisters who find

themselves visiting Florence, Italy for very different reasons. One is interested in Italian art, culture,

and cuisine, while the other one has her mind set on anything other than what her sister likes!Follow

them as they explore the city and discover a side of Florence that they never even knew

existed...!Un Viaggetto a Firenze / A Little Trip to Florence (An Italian/English Dual Language

Story)This book is for anyone that is learning Italian or English, young or old, beginner or expert.

This Italian/English story is presented in three versions. The first version is an alternating

Italian/English format, where the reader can first read a paragraph in Italian, and then follow along in

English. The second version presents the entire story first in Italian, and the third version, in English.

In this way, the reader can practice their comprehension with the full story.
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There must be better ways of improving your Italian than this.The author starts off the story with the

promise of just that: a story! She hints at back stories and suggests suspense but it's just aimless

rambling with disconnected descriptions. And then, the book suddenly ends - I guess she got tired

of it! (like the reader)The plot is this: two girls go to Florence for the day, they walk around and then

they go back home.It's like a student's first draft; someone groping around for a story by just putting



random stuff on the page - it certainly wasn't ready for publication.The standard of Italian may or

may not be good (I wouldn't know) but the English is unbearable, she obviously went out on a limb

creatively (she clearly enjoyed it) and the 'translation' (when you can understand the convoluted

sentences) doesn't even correspond exactly. I relied on the inbuilt dictionary to improve my Italian

vocabulary.It's misleading to say it's 71 pages - you have the dual text to begin with, then just the

Italian version, then the 'English' version.

I like the format of being able to read a paragraph in Italian, struggle through the translation in my

head, then reading the English to clear up any confusion. I'm getting better and faster at reading

Italian and books like this are super helpful. Highly recommend it once you have passed the

learning vocabulary phase.

Interesting. The level of the text was easy, but the storyline was a bit "unrealistic" causing me at

times to doubt by comprehension

Nice and compact for travel. I loved reading it on an airplane.
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